
 

 
  

3 CPD Points 

      

 

Overview 

Stepping up as a leader in practice means more than just knowing the law; it also 
means increasing your appreciation of commerciality, and the business behind the 
practice. 

Join a panel of experts for a peek behind the curtain at what it takes to be a true leader 
in legal business—and discover multiple ways you can add value to your firm right now 
and into the future. 

Workshop: 

Business basics for 

emerging leaders 

Thursday 5 March | 8.30am-12pm 

Law Society House, Brisbane 
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8am Registration 

8.30am  Welcome remarks 

Presenter: Sarah-Elke Kraal, Legal Professional Development Executive and Solicitor, Queensland Law 

Society 

8.35am 

 
 

The difference between being a manager—and being a leader 

In the words of Peter Drucker: “management is doing things right…leadership is doing the right things.” 

Join us for an inspiring discussion around the impact of good leadership on the long-term success of 
your career and business. Explore the required mindset and skills needed to set you up to be a great 
leader, examine how leadership differs from both management and being a good lawyer; and learn what 
it takes to be an inspiring leader who leaves a positive impact—both on the bottom line and the people 
that follow you!  

 
Presenter: Rebecca Niebler, Organisational Culture and Support Officer, QLS Ethics and Practice 

Centre, Queensland Law Society 

Chair: Sarah-Elke Kraal, Legal Professional Development Executive and Solicitor, Queensland Law 

Society 

9.35am 

 

How to ‘walk the walk’: Secrets of the (super)models 

The way you deliver legal services is just as important as the services themselves. For clients, your 
service model will be a key driver in whether they choose you or your competitors; and in a crowded 
legal marketplace, clients are increasingly seeking out models that better adapt to their needs.  

Do you have what it takes to remain competitive in the future of legal services? 

This session will cover a number of different service models currently operating in the marketplace—as 
well as the emerging models you need to be aware of. 

 
Presenter: David Wells, Managing Principal, Moores 

Chair: Sarah-Elke Kraal, Legal Professional Development Executive and Solicitor, Queensland Law 

Society 

10.35am Morning tea 

10.55am 

 
 

Duck and cover: Footing the bill (without losing your nest egg) 

As lawyers, we don’t generally spend much time immersing ourselves into the world of numbers (in fact 
that’s part of the appeal of becoming a practitioner!). But continuing to avoid the numbers will only limit 
your growth and leadership potential. 

This session is designed to give you a basic overview of how the structure and moving parts of a law firm 
impact on how money flows in and out of a firm. Improve your understanding of what you should be 
measuring and thinking about to be in a position to contribute to the financial success of a professional 
services firm; while touching on how stepping up to partner also impacts on your personal financial 

decisions. 

 
Presenter: Tim Jones, Director, Tax and Business, Vincents Chartered Accountants 

Chair: Sarah-Elke Kraal, Legal Professional Development Executive and Solicitor, Queensland Law 

Society 
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11.55am Closing remarks 

Presenter: Sarah-Elke Kraal, Legal Professional Development Executive and Solicitor, Queensland Law 

Society 

12pm Close 

 

 


